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The first edition of the Young Security Conference took place in Munich,
Germany, from February 14 to February 16 2020. The two-day conference
featured insightful open and closed sessions on a range of different topics. By
using venues at the local Institut Français and the Technical University of
Munich, the YSC 2020 gathered around 35 young professionals from 13 different
European countries, and the United States. Additionally, 22 high level speakers
attended the YSC as unique forum for challenging discussions and an exchange
of individual perspectives.  A fantastic public gathered for the open public
sessions complementing the stimulating  debates.  
What is more, the newly founded YSC alumni group is already very active and
currently prepares policy papers while pursuing common projects.  The success
of this first edition has given new impetus to the organising partners and we
cannot wait to come back again for the next edition in 2021 !
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INTRODUCTION
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The future of the European Union
depends on its public support; so
do EU security and defence
policies of today.

Our seminar connects young
innovative thinkers with experts
from policy and research in a
dialogue on the future of
European security and defence.
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“The Young Security Conference sets the foundation of an original and youthful,
professional and dynamic approach to observing and interpreting security. Having
representatives from different countries and with different educational backgrounds
helped to enrich the debates during the sessions.” Denis Cenusa, Researcher at Institut für
Politikwissenschaft, Justus-Liebig-Universität, Giessen, YSC speaker from Moldavia.
 
“Simply impressed by the exchanges of young participants - controversial - creative and
intelligent”, Dr. Asiem El Difraoui, Co-Founder, Candid Foundation Paris/Berlin.
 
“The YSC is a great opportunity for students to challenge their academic perspectives and
to network with a variety of professionals across the spectrum of the security and
development sector. ” Lisa Raffy, CIVIPOL/ministry of the interior (France), Programme
Manager, Migration and SSR Unit, YSC speaker.
 
“Bringing together young security leaders, the YSC represents a new concept within the
international scenario, where outstanding speakers and young researchers exchange input
and work together to propose new outputs.” Costanza Pestarino, YSC participant from
Italy.
 
“As politicians keep repeating, our world is changing rapidly. As such fresh and innovative
strategic thinking about current international developments is needed. And that’s all
Young Security Conference is about.”  Romain Le Quiniou, YSC participant from France.
 
“YSC 2020 was a fantastic opportunity, with the quality of the attendees being surpassed
only by the caliber of the speakers. Having the event run parallel to the Munich Security
Conference ensured that the agenda was relevant, meant that key opinion formers could
give their take on issues as they arose and lead to a rich and healthy debate.” Todd Davies,
YSC participant from the United Kingdom.
 
“It was great to meet, discuss and collaborate on new ideas for European defence and
security.” Aaron Berger, YSC participant from the USA.  
 
“It was fascinating to observe young people's passion about the EU and the future of
Europe. I felt inspired by both the formal discussions and the informal talks in the breaks.
The Young Security Conference was definitely worth attending!”, Denica Yotova, YSC
participant from Bulgaria.



Considering the current international context, and the necessity for more inclusion
of younger generations within the security policy sector, the initiative is both
highly relevant and sought-after. Throughout the two workshop days, morning-
sessions were dedicated to the Young Professionals Group (YPG) in order to
critically discuss and reflect on diverse topics related to the EU's security
roadmaps, as well as  recent political innovations. These workshops were held at
the picturesque Institut Français in Munich - thanks to the support of BayFrance,
the French-Bavarian Center for academic cooperation. 
 
The afternoon - and evening sessions - were open to the public  and the Young
Professionals Group (YPG) had the opportunity to present their ideas, works and
proposals, eventually discussing  them with high ranked panelist, scholars and
academic advisors. These later sessions took place at the stunning rooftop lecture
hall of the Technische Universität Munich, organised in close cooperation with the
Friedrich-Naumann-Foundation for Freedom and the  Thomas-Dehler-Stiftung's
Bavarian office. 
 
The extremely positive feedback from participants, speakers and practitioners
attending the MSC suggests that this first edition was already a tremendous
success - and more is yet to come! 
 
Soon, you will find all the necessary information on the initiative at  www.young-
security-conference.de !
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THE FUTURE OF THE EU'S "HARD SECURITY"
AFTER EU ELECTIONS
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The conference kicked off the night before the first workshop day, on Friday 14
February, with the YPG gathering for an inaugural dinner at a local restaurant.
Speakers and members of the organising team joined for an excellent
opportunity to get acquainted with the program and fellow group members. 
 
An early Saturday morning-session was hosted by Dr. Nicolas Fescharek,
(Coordinator of the International Study Programs at Freie Universität Berlin and
lecturer on European security and defence). Thereafter, Prof. Stephan Stetter
(Universität der Bundeswehr), and Prof. Jean Yves Haine  (Université Sorbonne
Nouvelle Paris 3) focused mainly on three axes: the status quo of European
security and defence, the actual necessity of EU defence integration within EU
foreign policy, and the major failures of the current security paradigm.

 YSC REPORT 2020

“Why did we have such huge difficulties to
achieve something like a strategic
autonomy?“ 

Prof. Haine recalled the fact that the European Union can currently draw on only
3000 to  4000 armed forces; the “stand-by” EU battlegroups have been
constituted after the EU’s experience in Congo 2003, when the Union sent flags
and troops for a long-intensity conflict operation. In the PESCO-world,
opportunities for collective action diminish every day, while big powers are
drifting apart and the world gradually divided  along the US-China power
boundaries. One thing that seems certain is the need for a common foreign policy
in the EU; "we need to build capacities that can be used by all member states".
However, according to Prof. Haine, some countries will not be able and willing to  
integrate within the entire spectrum of defence.

1 See EU's official website for more information:
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-Homepage/34226/permanent-structured-
cooperation-pesco-factsheet_en

Prof. Dr. Jean Yves Haine

1



How do we approach a new  geopolitical  EU Commission, within the European
context? Is the European project unravelling and how can we proceed from here? 
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Prof. Stetter underlined the need for a structural geostrategic thinking, as the
EU wants to build up EU security and defence. The rise of other great powers and
geopolitical hard power related issues "will not wait" for Europe. The US will
retreat from Europe, as it has other concerns to deal with. Therefore, Europe
needs to think about its own security and NATO should not prevent the Union
from developing own sovereignty with regards to European defence and security.
Since 9/11, and Assad's civil war in particluar, Syria, Turkey, and Russia are
stepping up their military presence in the Middle East and in close proximity to
European borders.
 
One of the major issues Prof. Stetter addressed is the capability-expectation gap
within European foreign policy; although the idea of battle groups actually
existed on paper, it was never deployed. As of now, the European External Action
Service (EEAS) is using this idea in combination with other piecemeal projects. EU
security and defence seems certainly brain-dead at the moment, due to its highly
technical approach and its lack of geostrategic approaches.



A second point of focus has been the  necessity to embed defence policy within
EU foreign policy. Federica Mogherini, the former High Representative (HR/VP)
of the EEAS, defined a new Global Strategy for the EU in 2016, which presented a
clear shift in language from the previous version. Back in 2003, the EU was more
optimistic, considering the world an evolving multilateral playground offering
unprecedented opportunities for cooperation at all levels. Times have changed,
however, and the EEAS ought to prove that the EU can live up to new realities
and novel challenge. Combining openness with internal coherence in order to
further ensure a feasible security strategy that leads to multilateral cooperation. 
 
A real security strategy should address instability in order to effectively manage
risks and threats. In this context one should keep the apparent instability and
immaturity of the EEAS in mind, as well as to consider the dynamic nature of
  threats. As changes in power shifts require the EU to constantly reconsider its
policy, the contemporary threat environment jeopardises the autonomy,
sovereignty, and the capacity to act in world politics, as well as raises many
further questions related to European identity. 
 
"We seem to have failed to adapt to the new security paradigm", according to Dr.
Fescharek. For instance, EU battlegroups should be adjusted to different case
scenarios. “We, Europeans, have failed in Bosnia, not because we didn’t have the
capabilities, but because we disagreed on the objectives”, said Prof. Haine, who
stressed the importance of a long-term strategy in the EU’s foreign policy. It is
important to always consider that actors such as China are claiming their place at
the global negotiation table. Power will have to be renegotiated and redistributed
in the 21st century. Dr. Haine concluded ominously: “We have been in Europe
extremely hard on soft power and soft on hard power”.
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2 High Representative Mogherini presents EU Global Strategy for Foreign and Security Policy:
https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/mali/7337/high-representative-mogherini-presents-
eu-global-strategy-for-foreign-and-security-policy_zh-hans

2



EUROPEAN SECURITY & DEFENCE ... 
AND NATO ?
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The second morning session welcomed four distinguished guests at the Institut
Français: Ms. Alena Kudzko (Deputy Research Director at GLOBSEC Policy
Institute), Dr.  Anja Opitz (President of the Global Health Security Alliance
 (GloHSA),  Head of Section for International Relations at APB Tutzing,  founding
member of  MEIA  Research),  Prof. Dr. Holger Stritzel  (Professor at  King’s
College London), and Mr. Rüdiger Lentz (Executive Director at the Aspen Institute
Germany).
 
On EU-NATO relations, Mr. Lentz analysed Europe’s strategic autonomy  in the
context of global power relations. He  pointed out that the Union is only as strong
- and subsequently autonomous - as its very members. Highlighting the example
of Germany, a weak coalition and a range of domestic political issues seem to
determine the country’s faith as middle power, despite its still very ambitious role
within Europe. In fact, Germany should appear as a proud European and
international power, but seems at times very much lost within the internal
political processes. Yet, an ambitious Germany within an ever stronger Europe
seems imperative considering the current state of other big global players and
Russia’s increasingly influential role in times when Europe needs more unity and
stability than ever before. Eventually, a rising China appears as the overarching
threat on the horizon.  Everybody is waiting for Europe, after all; what its
identity, positioning, and narrative going to be, especially in the area of defence
and foreign policy. 
 
“Westlessness” – the grand topic of the Munich Security Conference – is referring
to a deep change regarding our past world considerations. What do we expect
the West to be? Dr. Opitz refreshed the current debate, in declaring that EU
member states are only focusing on protecting borders, with obsolete security
strategies. She argued that the Union is not sufficiently prepared in terms of
cyberwar, and that we need much more than defence capabilities. Fundamentally,
we are not used to acknowledge the EU as a global power.

 YSC REPORT 2020

3 See the event summary of the Munich Security Conference 2020:
https://securityconference.org/en/news/full/westlessness-the-munich-security-conference-2020/
4 A report by the EU on Russian fake news campaign on the Covid-19
https://www.conspiracywatch.info/un-rapport-de-lue-fait-le-point-sur-la-campagne-russe-de-
desinformation-autour-du-covid-19.html

3
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“Politics is about vision and reality; the problem with regard to Europe is that the
vision is not necessarily shared”, Prof. Stritzel pointed out some differences when
it comes to what it means to be “European”, particularly in light of the many
different European strategic cultures: while, for instance,  the French see a
narrative in the European and transatlantic relationship, German’s strategic
position could be described as navigating and making proposals that are not
counterproductive with regard to the unification of existing structures. 
 
When it comes to strategy, we would need a more appropriate notion, such as
enhanced strategic flexibility. Prof. Stritzel argued that "Capabilities are
important and we need to increase them at the European and the NATO level". In
fact, many detailed studies show that, when it comes to hard security and
security campaigns, the strategic enabler remains the US. However, the more
military the European approach tends to be, the more divisive it is. On the
contrary, the more focus is set on civilian measures and comprehensive security,
the more integration is likely. This acknowledgment of a flexible integration
should clearly be a part of our lessons learned, as not all counties need to be at
the forefront. Finally, it makes sense to keep the civilian (soft power) profile,
while simoultaniously  enhance strategic flexibility in a broader Euro-Atlantic
framework.
 
Considering that the US owns 30 weapon systems and 6 jets, whereas the EU
brings together 178 weapon systems and 20 jets,  it seems quite logic that the EU
has enough capabilities, but only needs to synchronize. To do so, the Permanent
Structured Cooperation (PESCO), which started a process of closer cooperation
between EU member states in security and defence, is certainly the right
synchronizing tool. While NATO is a defence institution, the EU is much more
than that. 

5 Facts & Numbers on the official website of the European Commission :
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/defending-europe-factsheet_en.pdf 
6 EU Website - PESCO : https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-
homepage/34226/permanent-structured-cooperation-pesco-factsheet_en

5
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"NATO and the EU are like popcorn and apple" stated Dr. Anja Opitz, referring to
the fact that NATO is an inherently military structure while the Union has a vast
array of fictions, duties and responsibilities.
 
"We need to stop this endless capability comparison in terms of defence only,"
insisted Prof. Stritzel. The EU offers a more comprehensive approach, including
diplomacy and sanctions as additional tools.  With regards to Libya, the EU and
Russia did agree on “ending the current situation”, however, we did not even
manage to get the parties at one table in the case of Afghanistan. Regarding a
widening technology gap within the military between each side of the Atlantic,
we need to demonstrate a growing power ability and a strong political will today.
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“The EU is only reacting, now we have to act!”  

This last point was detailed by Mr. Peter Grk (Coordinator for the Western
Balkans at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Republic of Slovenia and Secretary
General of Bled Strategic Forum), during his keynote speech on the future of
Europe:  how do we move from strategic papers to action?   Building public
support for the EU requires a “political European Union”. The political agenda will
be pushed by the younger generations, together with more intergenerational
strategy planning.

Peter Grk, Coordinator for the Western Balkans at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Slovenia
& Secretary General of Bled Strategic Forum.



EUROPEAN EXTERNAL ACTION SERVICE &
NEIGHBOURHOOD POLICIES
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"When talking about the EU’s sovereign and strategic power, we first and foremost
need to analyse  the main challenges posed by the current neighbourhood policy",
emphasised Ms. Amélie Jaques-Apke  (Deputy Director at EuropaNova). This panel
invited a balanced variety of speakers: Ms. Jessica Berlin  (Managing Director at
CoStruct Berlin), Dr. Asiem El Difraoui (Co-Founder at Candid
Foundation  Paris/Berlin), and Mr. Denis Cenusa (Researcher at Institut für
Politikwissenschaft, Justus-Liebig-Universität Gießen).
 
 

 YSC REPORT 2020

The EU does not have an integrated approach and needs to develop a strategic
awareness regarding its neighbourhood policies. Ms. Berlin mainly criticized  a
synchronising problem between internal and external EU foreign policy,
declaring that Europe is culturally incredibly diverse, while having a tremendous
amount of global knowledge. We also need the “amitié franco-allemande” to
become a strategic French-German partnership. Dr. El Difraoui reconsiderd this
year’s concept of “Westlessness”, representing the core of the MSC 2020. In
terms of integrated defence policy, the main challenges will arise somewhat
lagged, and there is a need to have a powerful and unified EU foreign policy. As
Europeans appear not in a light of "Europelessness" but rather of
"Europevanishness" in this context. 



What kind of power does the EU want to be? German Chancellor Angela Merkel
has turned out to be not very convincing, at times reluctant in positioning herself
and Germany, while French President Emmanuel Macron often appeared as
maverick in pushing a pro-European agenda. In sum, Europe has to forge a
common understanding of a shared vision by more cultural investments.
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“We should rather talk about
Europelessness and Germanlessness
here.” 

Regarding European investments
within its neighbourhood, Mr. Denis
Cenusa recalled the fact that we need
first and foremost to invest in  multi-
stakeholder governance concepts
and  civil society. Investing in
democratic institutions emphasises
that stable regimes are considered
the future. We do have a great
interest in diffusing normative power,
and we need therefore to put more
pressure on neighbouring
governments, for more democracy,
stability, prosperity and development.

Dr. Asiem El Difraoui, Co-Founder,
Candid Foundation Paris/ Berlin



Is Europe sufficiently prepared for novel risks and threats? And does the EU, and its
member states, understand the underlying logic of hybrid and asymetric challenges
to its external and internal security?  The European community urgently has to
reflect on our understanding of security in the 21st century in light of the
interconnectedness of  global risks. In order to address this issue, the second
afternoon session gathered a very large panel of specialists on migration and hybrid
security: Moritz Flössler (moderator, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich), Dr.
Roderick Parkes  (Senior Researcher at the European Union Institute for Security
Studies), Dr. Anja Opitz  (President of the Global Health Security Alliance (GloHSA)
and Head of Section for International Relations at APB Tutzing), Ms. Alena Kudzko
(Deputy Research Director at GLOBSEC Policy Institute), Mr. Michael Buschheuer
(Founder of Sea-Eye and Space-Eye, Berlin), Ms. Lisa Raffy, (Programme Manager at
CIVIPOL), and Ms. Sonja Licht (President of the Belgrade Fund for Political
Excellence). 
 

HYBRID THREATS, MIGRATION &
SUSTAINABLE POLICIES IN EUROPE 
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“We need an intergenerational exchange in order to tackle the challenges that
migration and hybrid threats pose.” 

Sonja Licht,  President, Belgrade Fund for Political Excellence, Belgrade



Without doubt, some perpetrators of terrorist attacks in France, and other
European countries in recent years, came with the migration waves since 2015.
However negligible the actual number might be, their effects are significant for
those affected by it. The focus here should lie on the political discourses. Ms.
Kudzko agreed with the assessment adding that we certainly have different
political perceptions of what migration means, and how diverse ramifications
have to be taken into account.
 
Yet, what is clear is that a major shift occurred around 2015, with the migration
crisis gaining poignancy, Ms. Raffy stressed. This led to a new partnership
framework in migration policy, creating a shift towards what is called migration
management. But three limitations can be identified: first, the objectives of
reducing the influx of migrants into Europe have been defined by addressing
potential risks and  the influence on migrants, such as through the fight against
smugglers. This fight finally proved counterproductive, as the origins of this
problem was not really addressed.
 
Second, the socio-economic impacts on regions has not been assessed
thoroughly in the long term. For example, in Niger, Niamey was and still is highly
dependent on rebels smuggling, some licit and some illicit (hosting migrants f.e.).
This has a significantly negative impact on local economies, and dismantling
those networks has to be directly balanced out through the creation of social
economic opportunities. In short-term management, we need border security
and orderly returns; but the latter does not address the root causes of irregular
migration. Addressing the root causes is much more time-consuming and costly
compared to border security management approaches, and should therefore be
privileged in the long run. 

“What impedes cooperation in European 
 migration policy?” A fundamental question
in light of recent years migration flows, and
with regards to underlying security
concerns that arise on several levels for the
EU. 
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Lastly, one can already see the contours of a real development strategy, e.g. in
Africa, yet it is essential to consider regional integration management as a top
priority for the continent. Mr. Buschheuer, who has a long-standing experience
in migration activism, situated the  issue in a domestic and normative context: 
 fear seems to create increasingly much space for the far right, which impedes
issue-focused and rational approaches.
 

In fact, the EU's migration and border policy has already failed in parts due to a
range of reasons: the EU and its member states are frequently blackmailed by
smugglers, particularly in Northern Africa. More than that, the continuous 
 incidents  in the Mediterranean and  drowning of too many people,  while the
Unity suffers of political disunity in its migration policy management.
If we, as Europeans,  are unable to find sustainable solutions for those that are
stranded on the shores of i.a. Libya, we might lose our most basic human values.
The situation in Libya seems particularly dire, as migrant are stripped of basic
human rights and are enslaved, while boats are offered that never stand the
chance of reaching the European continent.  Although Turkey is in a comparably
better place, the EU has the same isse with being unsure how to handle the
situation.  All this puts European decision makers in a complicated and complex
situation. Currently, the EU pays a high price - 20.000 people drowning in the
past seven years - for its disunity, inaction and keeping the status quo.  

“The European Union fails to look at
migrants when it talks migration. Every
migrant will find a way to migrate; we
need to look at the root causes of
migration.” 

7 Visit the official Website of the UNHC :  https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean

 
 

Lisa Raffy, Programme Manager at CIVIPOL
(Ministry of the Interior France)

7



Discussing the origins of migration globally quickly leads to a general
deterioration of living conditions due to climate change. Ms. Opitz directly
addressed this issue: due to climate change, we might additionally expect 
 outbreaks of old and new diseases, which subsequently create a new (hybrid)
threat category - Global Health Security. There is a clear lack in global
intelligence, assessment and analysis capabilities to detect health emergencies,
including pandemics or famines. The nexus between health and security
becomes especially relevant when talking about bioterrorism, as part of the
hybrid threat universe.
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As long as there is no sound and comprehensive migration policy by the EU,
argued Ms. Kudzko, "then we also have to realise that FRONTEX is clearly a very
limited tool which can only address very short-term and border related
problems." This organization won’t solve more substantial problems Europe is
facing.

In conclusion, the discussion on sustainable policies in this context then also
leads to broader questions about different (legal) forms of migration. Does
sustainability here mean containing migration at all? Certainly not, as positive
externalities are equally part of the equation. 



The first conference day concluded with the Forum of Ideas for Europe 2030: Do we
need a new EU security roadmap?  Our panelists, Ms Jessica Berlin (moderator),
Ulrich Lechte (Member of the German Bundestag, Committee on Foreign Affairs), Mr.
Peter Grk (Ministry of Foreign Affairs - Republic of Slovenia, Secretary General of
Bled Strategic Forum), Prof. Dr. Jean Yves Haine (Professor at Université Sorbonne
Nouvelle Paris), and Mr. Julien Serre (Deputy Director at Expertise France and adjuct
faculty SciencesPo Paris)  launched the debate around the excessive benchmarking
of European Security.

FORUM OF IDEAS FOR EUROPE 2030: DO WE
NEED A NEW EU SECURITY ROADMAP?
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“Europe needs to wake up, the real crisis is
coming. Europe is squeezed between big
powers, and a legal breakdown; eventually
the multilateral system is being turned
down. And the EU is right in the middle of
the challenge.” 

All Europeans should agree that there is  huge cost of inaction. According to the
panel, the EU has not managed to establish itself as a global power, not even as a
regional one. Given that the EU is attempting to build its own defence policy, it has
to rethink the current security pattern. A difficult task in times of a structural weak
European Foreign and Security Policy. As a consequence, the EU needs to wake up as
its crisis prevention system is still not working. Keeping in mind that its not a
question of if but when the next crisis hits Europe, another deep routed issue lies
within the global power system: the gradual decline of the multilateral system in
recent years reminds us, in "the West", that the next big crisis might be accerlerated
by the systemic changes and altered nature of threats. Europe finds itself squeezed
inbetween the big global powers, without actually being one. Yet, when is the EU
finally - or in fact actually - becoming a significant regional power including all
corresponding features? Over 20 years after the NATO intervention in the Balkans,
there is still no common agreement regarding the strategic prevention of crisis, and
no  strategy related to the ecological and political breakdown.

 
Julien Serre, adjunct faculty, SciencesPo Paris &

Deputy Director, peace, stability & security,
Expertise France.



Considering the Commission’s
strategic agenda 2019 – 2024, we
do have a good playbook of EU’s
policy considerations. Referring to  
migration, Ms. Raffy argued that
the EU clearly fails to look at
migrants in terms of both human
and security aspects. She added
that Europe still lacks an
important human perspective
when dealing with those issues. In
fact, reasons for migration flows
(both pull- and push-factors) are
usually left out when drafting
strategies.

The first session reintroduced the migration and border policy issues, in presence of
Ms. Amélie Jaques-Apke, Dr. Asiem El Difraoui, and Ms. Lisa Raffy.
Considering the still ongoing migration crisis, one might have the impression that
the EU did not learn any lessons from the 2015 crisis peak. Why is the EU excessively
outsourcing migration to structurally weaker countries? Europe’s so-called fight
against illegal migration has fueled abuses that undermine EU’s global role, values,
and moral authority.

SUNDAY WORKING SESSIONS
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PROPOSALS: MIGRATION & BORDER POLICIES

Sunday morning-sessions gathered speakers and young professionals for two
working sessions, in order to detail and discuss policy proposals.

A MORAL AND POLITICAL FAILURE?

8 See related to this topic the policy proposal called 'A New Pact for Europe' :
https://www.newpactforeurope.eu/documents/eventsdocs/NPE-FINAL-report-France-online-
version.pdf?m=1506505795&
 

8



There seems to be a diffuse political refusal to look at the root causes of
migration, while simoultaniously acknowledging that migration cannot be
stopped by borders. Smugglers, for instance, will always find a way, if it is only for
changed routes. What Europe really needs is consistent capacity-building in
several sectors: as there is a clear necessity for improved training of border 
 forces and reinforced controls on the ground, EU funding already provides
(insufficient) funds for capacity-building of security forces. The EU should
attempt to implement  more rigid and firm coordination mechanisms at the
highest level, in order to strengthen crucial institutions themselves. Then, the
structural reinforcement of both human and border security on the ground 
 might in turn reinforce people’s trust in the institutions. In crafting legislation
and creating policy approaches, one has to keep in mind that inter-regional
migration is historically and culturally rooted. It is the ever more ubiquitous
presence and constant coverage by the media that has manipulated and gradually
silenced the public debate, partly out of fear of strong far-right voices.
 
But, which kind of migration policy for Europe?  When thinking about
integration on the European continent, one has to keep in mind the very complex
approach of European citizens towards (im)migration. For many members of the
public, migration from Islamic cultures and geographies poses a real concern.
Yet, as mentioned earlier, migration has always taken place, and particularly for
Western countries in a post-colonalist and post-war reality, migrants were much
needed in human resources to join the work force.  Predictions and future war
over natural resources, however, will change our perceptions and challenges.
There is a crucial limitation to our national perceptions, according to Dr. El
Difraoui.   Some essential questions have not been raised by mainstream political
parties, such as “Which kind of immigration do we, Europeans, actually want?
Which values do we want to uphold? What are the limits of our societies?”
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Especially societies in liberal democracies did not clearly pose those questions.
For instance, assuming that migration from the sub-Saharan/ Sahel region is 
 very low-skilled overall, Europe needs to rethink structural conditions for
migrants. 

safe migration pathways 
stronger assistance in case of urgencies (human assistance)
increased information assistance in third countries 
regional brain drain  cooperation with the African Union as well as
concerned countries (development)
social integration

Policy proposals discussed five main EU priorities & approaches for safer
migration policies: 
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PROPOSALS: NEW POLICY ROADMAPS FOR THE EU

The second morning session discussed concrete policy urgencies on the
European level together with Mr. Etienne Girard (moderator and Head of EU unit,
International Cooperation Directorate, Ministry of the Interior, FR), Mr. Denis
Cenusa  (Researcher at Institut für Politikwissenschaft, Justus-Liebig-Universität,
Giessen), and Mr. Julien Serre (adjunct faculty, SciencesPo Paris & Deputy
Director, peace, stability & security, Expertise France).
 

The working group discussed major internal security issues related to technology
disruption (Big data, Cyber security, and AI), hybrid threats, organised serious crime,
in the context of Brexit and with view towards EU JHA agencies (such as Europol).

9 Mr. Etienne Girard spoke on a strictly personal capacity

9



In times of a weakened global multilateralism, the EU should promote standards
and values,   as well as reinforce new partnerships. In this regard, Julien Serre
underlined the importance of a stronger cooperation between key member
states, emphasising past strategic collapse of old alliances between countries and
regions. The United States is increasingly considering pull-outs of old alliances,
which would in turn strip partners of access to certain security capacities ( such
as diverse military equipment, drones, intelligence, etc.). This development
suggests that the Union needs a new security roadmap, right at the security-
development-defence nexus. 
As mentioned above, the EU clearly lacks an understanding of border
management solutions. Therefore, a proper exchange of best practices has to be
guaranteed, while a debate on the question what "European security" means and
includes has to be fostered. One idea could be the implementation of an Erasmus
for young and future policemen, in order to share views on security: a proposal
voted in December 2018 by European Parliament's special Commission TERR. 
This approach could be flanked by the creation of a European agency that focuses
on  climate change related threats, including environmental crime.
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For his keynote speech on the
future of Europe, Prof. Dr. Zaki
Laïdi  (Senior advisor to the EU
High Representative and
Professor at SciencesPo Paris),
discussed the complexities of
the new geopolitical European
Commission with the young
professionals and experts. 

New partnerships for structural research partnerships and cooperation 
New global alliances for the EU, independent of US influence 
Strengthening the security-development-defence nexus for a renewed
geostrategic security roadmap

Policy proposals discussed three main EU priorities and approaches for a new
security roadmap: 

FORUM OF IDEAS FOR EUROPE 2030: KEYNOTE SPEECH

11

10 See the special Commission TERR: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-
room/20181113IPR18809/combatting-terrorism-ep-special-committee-calls-for-closer-eu-
cooperation
11 Mr. Laidi spoke on a strictly personal capacity
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The keynote address started with an inquiry into what the term  "geopolitical"
means for the EU and the Commission, before giving a couple of conceptual
notes. The original idea of  tighter European cooperation  never anticpiated to
make the European community a superpower with geopolitical aspirations. From
the very beginning on, European states still used power politics amongst
themselves. The first attempt to overcome this pattern of action was done with
the  Treaty of Rome in 1957, only one year after the beginning of the Suez-canal
crisis. The latter triggered a significant turnover and change of European politics.
Initial efforts towards a more gepolitically independent Europe were made by
France in leaving NATO in 1966. Unlike France, the UK always favored its
relationship with the US; since then a deep Foreign Policy divide between France
and UK reigns in Europe. The French and British, however, share a common
strategic culture when it comes to hard power.  This is the significant difference
when analyzing the divisions existing between French and Germans. After the
negative British experience in Iraq, the Franco-British divide came finally to an
end with the interventions of both countries in Libya.
 
After considering those specific factors, it seems understandable that the
European soft power remained largely normative, setting very successfully norms
and standards and shaping the international environment. Prof. Zaki Laidi added
that being a hard power doesn’t mean becoming an "aggressive power". However,
we might ask ourselves, why this normative power approach is insufficient
towards contemporary  issue of the world.  
 
Given the global evolution of the international system, after the end of the Cold
War, towards ever more interdependence, Europe believed in the overall decline
of the use of force. As a matter of fact, a significant reduction in global military
spending occurred, indicating the demand for soft and smart approaches, based
on-military means. Today,  Europe is definitely facing a backlash of
interdependence: national states want to reassert their national positions and
look at the clear opposite. Becoming or remaining a soft power is not an option
anymore.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON "WESTLESSNESS"...

Europe, as part of the Western world, thinks of this concept in historical terms and
especially related to colonialism. The latter recalls negative and ideologically loaded
connotations.  Given the new multipolar world, shouldn’t we be more reluctant to use
this term in a political or ideological context? Everything starts with a narrative,
especially today in the age digitalization.

SUMMARY & PROPOSALS OF THE YSC 2020

  Are there European values or a European strive for power worth dying for? 
  What means political unity today and how could we achieve it in the EU?

During the summary and working group exchanges, Dr. Nicolas Fescharek, (Freie
Universität Berlin) carved out two main questions from the large pool of
interventions:  

1.
2.

12 "A launch window for European Defence & Security" - Europeanova 2019:
https://www.europanova.eu/actualites/a-launch-window-for-european-defence-and-security
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The first group critically discussed European values and power, and whether   a
European identity is a prerequisite for more European integration in security and
defence.  This question was approached in both, a more  abstract and normative  
way, and in concrete and applied terms. While on the one hand, particularly the
defence and military part urgently needs a debate on whether Europeans are
willing to die for a European Union. A lack of European identity and culture, on
the other side, has already led to an institutional fragmentation. Considering the
EU as a foundation on economic grounds, the political evolutions are often
inherently emotional. European values have many ramifications, from the
political, humanitarian, judicial, up to social and economic dimensions. 
 
The second group dealt with questions surrounding the achievement of political
unity. Shall we reform the institutions or consider geopolitical polarization first?
Historically, Europeans should always keep in mind that many generations fought
for the stability of the European continent. However, we still don’t feel very much
united. This is certainly a manifold issue, related to all policy sub-issues, such as
migration, health, or financial policy. 
 
Finally, the working group defined an overarching top priority, the strategic
strengthening of the political Europe: uniting generations of the EU through
public debates and direct democratic projects. 
 
In this sense, the Conference Europa in Paris, which took place on 16th November
2019, discussed future "political landscapes" and European governance processes
for the new European Commission. Dr. Elise Bernard opened the discussion by
underlying the current "Euro-fatigue", a notion more and more present in recent
years. Mr. Gilles Gressani, President of the Group of Geopolitical Studies
highlighted the fact that Europe does start to consider the concept of geopolitics
only quite recently. 
 
Indeed, for too long, geopolitics was understood through the prism of the State,
whereas multilateralism would be thought though a more 'federalist' prism. The
lack of European governance was only counterbalanced by the leadership of the
European Council, but that weakening of the community spirit has led to the
imbalance of power within the EU. In fact, there is a real challenge for the new
European Commission to come.
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The participants, scholarship recipients, and the open public had the opportunity
to enjoy in insightful working sessions, in-depth discussions, as well as inspiring
debates with selected experts.  The successful participation was accredited by a
scientific committee and all participants received a certificate, signed by Prof.
Stetter and Dr. Bernard. The very last session was closed by Mr. Maik Schierer
(Friedrich-Naumann Stiftung and Thomas-Dehler Stiftung),  before opening the
remainder of the night for  some drinks, more network opportunities, and a good
cheer. We hope to see everybody soon again, for the 2nd edition of the YSC in
Munich, happening beginning of 2021.
 
In the meanwhile, the YSC community will stay engaged -  stay tuned! A first
common YSC policy paper publication, co-authored by YSC participants, is
scheduled for  fall 2020: it will critically examine the concept of ‘Westlessness’,
the hot topic of the MSC 2020. 
 
This report was written by Amélie Jaques-Apke and Moritz Flössler, published by
EuropaNova Paris. 
Special thanks to Carolina Mina, Nathalie Jobert, Edouard Gaudot, Etienne Girard
and - of course - our Bavarian partners Maik Schnierer and Axel Honsdorf for their
exceptional support and cooperation.
 
For any further information related to the YSC, please contact:
Amélie Jaques-Apke (Deputy director of the Center for European Studies),
EuropaNova, amelie.jaquesapke@europanova.eu
 

Very soon, you will find all necessary information on the initiative under
www.young-security-conference.de
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After thanking and congratulating all
participants and partners, Dr. Elise Bernard,
laid out EuropaNova’s involvement and
comitment for an innovative pedagogy and
engagement with young people to create a
community of thinking. 
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YSC MOMENTS...
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Picture credits: Friedrich-Naumann-Foundation for Freedom/ Thomas-
Dehler-Stiftung/ Collectif EuropaNova, Paris
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